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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This document gathers all the communication and dissemination materials development for the project
until M9 and will be updated again in M21.
In the document all dissemination and communication materials are listed and explained. It covers the
brochure, the banner, the general power point presentation, the templates, the press releases, the
website, the e-newsletter, the material for the workshops as well as the social media activities.
Furthermore, it looks at the materials that will be published at a later stage of the project.
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2 DISSEMINATION AND COMMUNICATION MATERIALS
2.1 Brochure
One of the main deliverables of DEMETO is the project-own brochure which is presented at conferences
and workshops as well as in the offices of the DEMETO partners. This way, visitors, partners, clients and
internal staff members are constantly informed about the state of the project.
On six pages the brochure describes the background and the objectives of the project and presents the
partners involved. Like the rest of the communication material, the design of the brochure matches the
DEMETO logo. The brochure is regularly updated according to the state of the project.
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2.2 Banner
During the trade shows, the conferences and all DEMETO workshops a common banner is used. The banner
summarizes the key facts of the project. Its design and layout is based on the official DEMETO logo.
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2.3 General project presentation
The general DEMETO power point presentation was set-up in order to give a non-confidential overview of
the background, the objectives and the structure of the project. The presentation is available on the
DEMETO website and can be used by the members for communication purposes.
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2.4 Templates
In order to harmonize the external communication about the project, partners can download general
templates in the internal repository of documents. Templates exist for the agenda, for deliverables and for
presentations.
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2.5 Press Releases
DEMETO has a press room accessible online https://DEMETO.prezly.com and linked to the press and
members’ data base of EuPC (more than 4.000 contacts).
2.5.1 Launch of the project
The first press release was published in September 2017 https://DEMETO.prezly.com/launch-of-the-neweuropean-project-on-chemical-recycling-DEMETO to announce the start of DEMETO and is available on the
DEMETO website.

Launch of the new European Project on Chemical Recycling DEMETO DEMETO: modular, scalable
and high-performance DE-polymerization by MicrowavE TechnolOgy
The new European project on chemical recycling DEMETO is officially launched. DEMETO
aims at enabling chemical de-polymerization of PET at industrial scale based on its microwavebased process intensification, focusing as a start on coloured bottles waste.
The project has received funding from the European Union’s Horizon 2020 research and
innovation programme under grant agreement no 768573.
During its kick-off event at the end of September in Brussels, the consortium welcomed around 60
experts from the PET packaging and polyester industry and gave an insight into the DEMETO
project, its technical foundation, economical aspects and role in a circular economy.
"DEMETO proposes the industrialisation and demonstration at full-scale of a new industrial process
which allows to chemically recycle PET bottles, food containers and even textiles in a highly
profitable and environmentally sustainable way," explained Maurizio Crippa, CEO of gr3n, during the
event.
The core technology of DEMETO has been invented by his company gr3n to enable an effective
process intensification of the depolymerisation reaction (hydrolysis) of plastic, from bottles as much
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as from any other source, leading it back to its building blocks (EG and PTA) and, consequently,
allowing their full re-introduction directly at the virgin-grade production stage.
"DEMETO’s technology, once successfully implemented, would allow to close the recycling loop for
PET, with a potential impact on environment and society at large that would be enormous,
introducing the concept of full circular economy in the plastic domain," added Franco Cavadini, CTO
of Synesis.
The business exploitation strategy of DEMETO is based on a synergistic relationship between two
industrial stakeholders: gr3n, as the manufacturer of the Reactive Units, and Processi Innovativi, as
EPC contractor that builds the full-scale de-polymerisation plants. gr3n will supply Processi
Innovativi with all the reactors needed to realise these plants required to cover progressively the total
available market.
Presentations
All presentations of the DEMETO kick-off event are attached here for download.
Consortium Partners
The complete DEMETO Consortium includes ACTOR, DTU, European Outdoor Group, European
Plastics Converters (EuPC), Fricke and Mallah GmbH, gr3n, H&M, NEOGROUP, Processi
Innovativi, PETCIA, SUPSI, Synesis, and 3V Tech.
Contact

2.5.2 DEMETO Newsletter February 2018
The second press release was published in February 2018 to advertise the newsletter and to inform about
the latest developments concerning the project (see 2.7 for a complete overview of the newsletter)
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2.6 Website
The project website is one of the main communication tools of EU funded projects. It provides easy and
quick access to the project results for a wide audience.
The main project website of DEMETO is available at http://www.DEMETO.eu and is updated on a regular
basis with the latest results and news concerning the project. The website provides information about the
project’s partners, objectives and planning as well as documents for press work and internal
communication.


Welcome page

The homepage of the DEMETO website samples the most important information about the project.
Both design and layout are based on the colour and style of the DEMETO logo and are maintained
throughout the website. The menu at the top of the page features the sections “Welcome”, “Who
We Are”, “What We Do”, “How We Do It”, “Our Progress”, “Press Area” and “Members Area”
which link to the other pages of the site.
Another menu at the middle of the page includes the categories “Our Partners”, “Our Mission”,
“Our Project” as well as “News & Events” which link to the corresponding information on the
website. The menu makes it easy to navigate the website and to access specific information about
the project starting from the homepage.
The newsfeed below the menu provides a snapshot of the most current news and events. It
automatically displays the most recent blog entries of the websites’ news section. The newsfeed
provides a shortcut to the most relevant articles. A comprehensive overview of all DEMETO
updates is placed on the page “Our Progress”.
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In addition to the newsfeed the homepage features a twitter feed with the most recent DEMETO
activities on social media. The feed automatically shows relevant tweets which include the DEMETO
hashtag (#DEMETO).
Furthermore, the social bars at the top and the bottom of the page directly link to DEMETO’s social
media profiles on twitter and LinkedIn. They appear on each page of the website and increase the
visibility of the social media activities (see 3.8 for an overview of DEMETO’s social media activities).
At the bottom of the homepage visitors have the possibility to subscribe to the DEMETO newsletter
and to contact DEMETO via a given contact form. Any visitor can directly get in touch with DEMETO
via the website and can expect an individual answer by a DEMETO partner.
The footer of the website includes the funding details using the following specific sentence: “The
research project DEMETO receives funding from the European Community‘s Framework
Programme for Research and Innovation Horizon 2020 (2014-2020) under grant agreement no.
768573”.
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Who We Are
The page “Who We Are” includes an overview and a short presentation of all the DEMETO
partners. The page can be accessed via the main menu and the “Our Partners” section on the
homepage.
The top of the page features several quotes from DEMETO project partners which illustrate their
interest in the project. The project and the project partners are described in a short section below
the quotes. A related map shows the spread of the DEMETO partners across Europe.
At the bottom of the page each company is presented in an individual paragraph. The logos are
displayed next to each paragraph and link to the companies’ website for further information.
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What We Do
The page “What We Do” offers more detailed information about the objectives of the project. It
can be accessed via the main menu and the “Our Mission” section on the homepage.
Several short paragraphs and matching diagrams at the top of the page explain the shortcomings of
the PET market and how DEMETO is addressing the challenges. Below, the prospect of DEMETO is
summarized as a way to close the PET value chain through a circular economy approach thereby
reducing the dependency from natural resources and improving the environmental footprint of PET
production.
The objectives of DEMETO are presented in an easy and accessible way. They are divided into the
technical objective to build a pilot plant of the de-polymerization process, the strategic objective to
exploit the market of packaging waste and preparing the technology transfer to the
polyester/textile value chain, and the environmental objective to reduce the environmental
footprint of PET production and usage by more than 50%.
A general power point presentation about the project is placed at the bottom of the website giving
detailed background information about the project (see 3.6 for a complete overview of the general
presentation).
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How We Do It
The page “How We Do It” gives a more detailed insight into the planning and structure of the
project as well as further technical background information about the de-polymerization process.
The page can be accessed via the main menu and the “Our Project” section on the homepage.
It includes a timeline from 2011 until 2020 with the most relevant steps of the project. In addition
to this, two short paragraphs and matching diagrams explain DEMETO’s technology to improve the
purification process of PTA.
DEMETO has placed an overview of its 36-month work plan at the bottom of the page. This way,
visitors can easily identify the different stages of the project.
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Our Progress
All of DEMETO’s news and events are published on the page “Our Progress”. The blog entries are
updated regularly and inform the reader about the current state of the project. The three most
recent blog entries are displayed additionally at the news feed of the welcome page.
Blog entries of the past included the announcement of the newsletter, information about IAB
meetings and reports about relevant conferences with DEMETO participation. Each article provides
useful background information and helpful links for further information.
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Press Area
The page “Press Area” offers documents which can be used for external communication. The
documents available for download are: the official logo, the general presentation, the DEMETO
newsletter and the press releases.
At the bottom of the page visitors can directly get in touch with DEMETO via a given press contact
form.
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Members Area
The member’s area of the DEMETO website is dedicated to the members of the IAB and is used for
internal communication. In the members area IAB members have access to internal documents of
previous workshops (see 2.8.1 for a complete overview of the materials drafted for the workshops)
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2.7 E-Newsletter
In coordination with all project partners DEMETO has published an e-newsletter in February 2018. The
newsletter informs about the current state of the project as well as about events and conferences with
DEMETO participation.
It was distributed to the IAB members, to interested stakeholders and to other organizations that
previously registered on the DEMETO website. The newsletter is regularly updated and a new version will
be available in September 2018.
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2.8 DEMETO workshops
Specific training materials where drafted for the participants of the workshops and are accessible in the
members’ area of the DEMETO website.
For the IAB meetings of the 28th September 2017 and the 9th February 2018 the following power point
presentations were drafted and made available as a follow-up: Agenda, Introduction, Business Model,
DEMETO & Industry 4.0, The Reactor, The Process, Round Table - End Users, Round Table – Producers,
Round Table – Suppliers and Life Cycle Assessment.
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2.9 Social media
Another important platform to publish information about the results and the development of the project
are DEMETO’s social media accounts. News are promoted both via LinkedIn and Twitter.
2.9.1 Linkedln
DEMETO LinkedIn is available at https://www.linkedin.com/company/18329242/admin/updates/
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2.9.2 Twitter
DEMETO runs its own Twitter account to share important news and developments related to the project.
All relevant tweets can be found under the hashtag #DEMETO. In addition to this, the most recent tweets
are displayed in a twitter feed on the homepage of the DEMETO website.
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3 OTHER MATERIALS FORESEEN
3.1 Updates
All the communication and dissemination material is updated regularly to reflect the progress of the project
and to inform about current developments and the steps ahead.

3.2 Publications and scientific articles
At least a peer-reviewed journal article will be published and openly accessible via DEMETO website. The
scientific articles are foreseen for the second half of the project to disseminate the first project results.

3.3 Video
A short video is planned to be produced at the end of the project. The video materials will be disseminated
via social media, DEMETO website and You Tube channel.

3.4 Poster
For the academic events, a poster will be drafted with the collaboration of all the partners. The DEMETO
research poster will summarize the information or research to help to disseminate the project results. Also
the poster will be available on the website.
The poster is foreseen for the second half of the project when the first results will be analysed.
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4 CONCLUSIONS
This document presents and explains the dissemination and communication materials used to inform about
the progress of the DEMETO project. It summarizes the update of the brochure, the banner, the general
power point presentation, the templates, the press releases, the website, the e-newsletter, the workshop
materials and the social media activities.
It highlights that various materials for both internal and external communication exist, that all the materials
are constantly updated, and that they are easily accessible on several platforms.

4.1 Summary table
Task
9.1

9.2

Major achievements
Action
10 Power Point Presentations for the IAB
members developed to use at the workshops on
September 2017 and February 2018

Brochure, banner, general project presentation,
templates for presentations and other internal
documents, press releases, website, e-newsletter,
social media (LinkedIn and Twitter)

Links to other WPs
WP2:Reference specifications of the pilot
plant
And first stages of the following WPs:
— WP3:De-polimerization Process
Intensification through modular
MW-based Reactive Unit
— WP4:Simulation, optimization and
control of integrated microwave
process
— WP5: Design and engineering of
the self-contained process of the
pilot plant
All

4.2 Next steps
Partners
involved
All

Task

Foreseen action

9.1

Updated presentations and other materials for the IAB members

9.2

All

9.2

Regular updates corresponding to the project results available for
dissemination: brochure, banner, general project presentation
website, press releases, social media (LinkedIn and Twitter)
E-Newsletter published every 6 months

9.2

Publication of scientific articles and poster

All

9.2

Video

All
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